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Abstract
This paper generalizes the exponential and Weibull-ACD models of Engle and Russell
(1998) using the so-called q-Weibull distribution as the conditional distribution. Previously
the generalized gamma distribution (Lunde (1999)) and the Burr distribution (Grammig and
Maurer (2000)) have been applied in the ACD framework with success. The use of the q-
Weibull distribution is motivated by the fact that it allows for a non-monotonic hazard
function which has been found empirically relevant. A special case of the q-Weibull
distribution, the so-called q-exponential distribution, is also being applied in this paper. To
evaluate the performance of the two new ACD models, the commonly used TAQ and
TORQ ultra-high-frequency data sets from the hybrid-type New York Stock Exchange are
used. We also use data from the Helsinki Stock Exchange which is an electronic order
book market place. We find that the q-Weibull?ACD model performs as well as the Burr-
ACD model with all data. The q-exponential?ACD model often provides a good fit with one
parameter less. We also find that the value of the price threshold used affects the shape of
the hazard function implied by the model parameter estimates and the success relative to
the other models.
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1 Introduction
Financial data are inherently irregularly spaced. Engle (2000) calls the limit when
all transactions are recorded "ultra-high-frequency" data. When sampling such data
at …xed time intervals (one hour, for example), we lose potentially important infor-
mation because trades may cluster di¤erently within a …xed interval. To avoid any
loss of information, we must be able to model the irregularity somehow. Denoting
the ith event arriving at time t by ti, the di¤erence between two consecutive trade
recording times ti and ti¡1 is called a "duration" or, more precisely, a "trade dura-
tion". Trade durations re‡ect the intensiveness of trading. They do not reveal all
the possibly interesting characteristics of the market, however. Other types of dura-
tions have been considered to meet di¤erent needs. A "volume duration" is de…ned
as the duration between trades that cross a certain cumulative volume threshold.
Volume durations are related to the concept of market liquidity. Similarly, a "price
duration" is de…ned as the duration between trades that cross a certain cumulative
price threshold. Price durations are often found the most interesting type of dura-
tions because of their relevance in instantaneous volatility measurement1 (Engle and
Russell (1998)), option pricing (Prigent, Renault, and Scaillet (1999)), and empirical
testing of microstructure theory (Engle and Russell (1998) and Bauwens and Giot
(2000), among others).
The basic modeling tool for durations – whether trade, price, or volume – is
the autoregressive conditional duration (ACD) model of Engle and Russell (1998).
This model is based on an analogous idea as the tremendously popular G/ARCH
models for volatility (Engle (1982) and Bollerslev (1986)): the underlying process
is assumed to be observable conditional on the past. This mechanism generates
clustering of durations to slow and fast periods in the same manner as volatility
clusters to tranquil and turbulent periods. In this paper we are interested in the
correct form of the conditional (or the error term) distribution of durations.
In their seminal article, Engle and Russell (1998) apply the exponential and
Weibull distributions as the conditional distribution. The exponential distribution
has a ‡at hazard function which makes it particularly easy to work with. Unfortu-
nately, Engle and Russell …nd a ‡at hazard function to be inconsistent with data.
The Weibull distribution performs better empirically by allowing for a monotoni-
cally decreasing hazard function. This is however not quite satisfactory either since
1The conditional hazard function of price durations is linked to the instantaneous intraday
volatility by ¾2(t j Ii¡1) = (cp=P (t))2 µ(xi j Ii¡1); where P (t) is the stock price at time t, cp is the
price threshold, µ(¢) is the (conditional) hazard function, and Ii¡1 is the information available at
time of the i ¡ 1th trade. This link provides an alternative way of computing intraday volatility
and thus motivates the search for a realistic hazard function.
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the hazard function is often found to be non-monotonic: the hazard function ap-
pears to be increasing for very small durations and decreasing for longer durations
(Lunde (1999), Bauwens and Veredas (1999), Engle (2000), and Grammig and Mau-
rer (2000)). This feature is important to recognize since a misspeci…ed hazard func-
tion can have severe consequences particularly in …nite samples. The Monte Carlo
simulations of Grammig and Maurer (2000) show that quasi maximum likelihood
estimators of the exponential and Weibull–ACD models tend to be biased and inef-
…cient. This can in turn lead to erroneous predictions of expected durations which
is crucial in an ACD–GARCH framework (Ghysels and Jasiak (1998) and Engle
(2000)). Moreover, intraday volatility estimation by price duration models is heavily
dependent on the correct form of the hazard function (Engle and Russell).
In order to give a more accurate description of the reality, Grammig and Maurer
(2000) therefore propose using the more ‡exible Burr distribution as the conditional
distribution. The Burr distribution has two shape parameters which allow it to
have a non-monotonic hazard function. For the same reason Lunde (1999) propose
using the generalized gamma distribution. These generalizations can be regarded
analogous in spirit to the succesful generalization of the (Gaussian–)GARCH model
to the more fat tailed Student-t–GARCH model (Bollerslev (1987)). In fact, like
the Student-t distribution nests the Gaussian distribution, both the Burr and the
generalized gamma distribution nest the exponential and Weibull distributions and
can take a variety of di¤erent distributional forms, including a more fat-tailed form.
This sort of ‡exibility was noted to be relevant already by Engle and Russell (1998).
Bauwens et al. (2004) compare several di¤erent duration models. They consider
not only the linear and logarithmic (Bauwens and Giot (1997)) ACD speci…cations
but also more complex ones: the threshold ACD (Zhang, Russell, and Tay (2001)),
the stochastic conditional duration model (Bauwens and Veredas (1999)), and the
stochastic volatility duration model (Ghysels, Gouriéroux, and Jasiak (2004)). The
simple models fair best in their study. Bauwens et al. conclude that a good model has
to have a conditional distribution that is able to put a lot of probability mass on small
durations but not too much on very small durations. They end up recommending
the generalized gamma or the Burr–(log)ACD model.
We propose yet another generalization of the ACD model of Engle and Russell
(1998). The conditional distribution is now assumed to follow the q-Weibull distrib-
ution. Our generalization allows for a non-monotonic hazard function. It also allows
for a survivor function that puts more mass on the right tail than the Weibull–ACD
model. We compare the performance of the q-Weibull–ACD model –and its special
case, the q-exponential–ACD model –to the performance of the standard ACD mod-
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els using price duration data from the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and the
Helsinki Stock Exchange (HSE). Several di¤erent model evaluation criteria are used.
We expect that in general price durations are best modeled using a non-monotonic
hazard function at both stock exchanges. Some of the less parameterized models
incapable of non-monotonicity, particularly the q-exponential–ACD model, are ex-
pected to improve their performance relative to the others when the price threshold
is increased. This is because the hazard function tends to become monotonically
decreasing with a larger threshold.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review and study the q-Weibull
distribution. In Section 3 we apply the q-Weibull distribution in the ACD framework.
In Section 4 we present our empirical results. Section 5 concludes. Technicalities are
adjourned in Appendix.
2 The q-Weibull distribution
The q-Weibull distribution has its roots in physics where it was introduced and ap-
plied by Picoli, Mendes, and Malacarne (2003). The q-Weibull distribution smoothly
interpolates the Weibull and q-exponential distributions which makes it more fat
tailed than the Weibull distribution. The parameter q –called the entropy index
in statistical mechanics – was introduced by Tsallis (1988). Tsallis’idea was to
generalize the (Boltzmann–Gibbs) normal entropy with this index. The Tsallis en-
tropy can be used to derive generalizations of commonly used distributions such as
the Gaussian and exponential. These generalizations are typically identi…ed by the
pre…x q (but should not be confused with the q-distributions used in mathematics).
See Gell-Mann and Tsallis (2004) for theoretical background and interdisciplinary
applications of them.
De…ne the q-exponential function expq[¡x] := [1¡(1¡q)x]1=(1¡q) if 1¡(1¡q)x > 0
and 0 otherwise. By restricting ourselves to the positive quadrant, t ¸ 0, the q-
Weibull density function can then be written as










where ® > 0 and 1 · q < 2 are shape parameters and ¯ > 0 a scale parameter (see
Figure 1). The …rst two moments of the q-Weibull distribution are given in Appendix
A. An astute reader may notice the strong resemblance with the Burr Type XII (also
known as the Singh-Maddala) distribution for which the density function is of the
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form f(x) = k(®=¯®)x®¡1 [1 + (x=¯)®]¡(k+1) (see, e.g., Johnson and Kotz (1970))2.
Consider the probability of survival to time t. This probability is given by a
survivor function F (t) := 1¡F (t), where F (t) is the cumulative distribution function
for the corresponding random variable T denoting the duration of stay in the state











Now consider the probability of a state ending between time t and time t + ¢t
conditional on reaching time t (see, e.g., Lancaster (1990, Ch. 1)):
µ(t) =
P (t < T · t+¢t j T ¸ t)
¢t
=
[F (t+¢t)¡ F (t)] =¢t




This function is called a hazard function. In general, a hazard function may be
constant, monotonically increasing or decreasing, or non-monotonic. If the hazard
function is monotonically decreasing, this means that as time passes we become more
and more sure that the stay in the current state will continue. It the hazard function
is …rst increasing and only after that decreasing (i.e., non-monotonic), this means
that we are …rst quite sure that we will continue to stay in the current state but that









It is non-monotonic when ® > 1 and q > 1 (see Figure 2).
The q-Weibull distribution nests three other distributions as special cases. Namely,
if ® = q = 1 (or more precisely, if ® = 1 and q ! 1), then µex(t) = 1=¯ (i.e., constant)
which is the hazard function for the exponential distribution. If q = 1 but ® > 0,
then we have the Weibull hazard function: µwe(t) = (1=¯)® t®¡1®. The Weibull
hazard function is monotonically increasing if ® > 1 and decreasing if 0 < ® < 1:
Finally, if ® = 1 but q 6= 1, we get the hazard function for the q-exponential distrib-
ution: µqe(t) = (2¡ q)¯¡1= [1¡ (1¡ q) (t=¯)]2¡q : The q-exponential hazard function
is monotonically decreasing if 1 < q < 2: The density and survivor functions for the
q-exponential distribution are directly obtainable from Eqs. (1) and (2). It is also
easily con…rmed on a semi-logarithmic scale that the (negative of) survivor functions
for the q-exponential and q-Weibull distributions are able to put more weight on the
2We thank Anthony Pakes for drawing our attention to this at the TSEFAR conference.
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right-hand tail than the Weibull distribution.
The density, survivor, and hazard functions for the Burr and generalized gamma
distributions can be found in Lancaster (1990, Ch. 4). Both nest the Weibull and
exponential as special cases. Neither nest the q-Weibull, however (or vice versa).
It should be noted that the Burr distribution is a mixture distribution. In fact, as
shown by Lancaster, it can be derived as a gamma mixture of Weibull distributions.
The expressions for the density, survivor, and hazard functions become slightly more
di¢cult than for the q-Weibull distribution. For the Burr distribution the hazard
function is non-monotonic if its two shape parameters ful…ll · > 1 and ¾2 > 0: If
¾2 ! 0, the Burr distribution reduces to the Weibull distribution. If in addition · =
1; we obtain the exponential distribution. For the generalized gamma distribution
the condition for a non-monotonic hazard function (of "inverted U" shape) is given
in Lunde (1999). The hazard function for the generalized gamma distribution cannot
be written in a closed form, however, which is a disadvantage.
3 The q-Weibull–(log)ACD model
The linear ACD model for durations xi was introduced by Engle and Russell (1998).
It was later extended to the logarithmic speci…cation by Bauwens and Giot (1997).
The logarithmic ACD (LACD) speci…cation is
xi = ©i²i;
where ²i is IID noise with mean ¹ and appropriate distribution, ©i
:
= exp(Ái), and
i = 1; :::; N: Then E (xi j Ii¡1) = ªi; where ªi := exp(Ãi) is proportional to the
function ©i by a factor L(®; q) given below (so that ¹ = 1). For the linear formulation
xi = Ái²i we have analogous assumptions.
The conditional expectation Ãi can be speci…ed in many ways (see, e.g., Hautsch
(2004)). We review only the simplest case with one lag which we use throughout the
paper. It is generalizable to multi-lags self-explanatorily. In the linear ACD(1; 1)
speci…cation the conditional expected duration is
Ãi = ! + °xi¡1 + ±Ãi¡1;
for ! > 0, ° ¸ 0 and ± ¸ 0. These conditions, sometimes called the Bollerslev
inequality conditions (Bollerslev (1986)), ensure the positivity of the conditional
duration.3 The parameter ° adjusts to the amount of overdispersion (by getting
3The non-negativity requirement can be relaxed when more lags are included in the conditional
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larger with stronger overdispersion) while the parameter ± adjusts to the amount
of autocorrelation (by getting smaller with weaker autocorrelation). The additional
condition °+± < 1 ensures the existence of the unconditional mean of the duration.4
This model stays (strictly) stationary even if the sum of ° and ± is equal to one,
though (cf. Bougerol and Picard (1992)).
The LACD(1; 1) formulation speci…es the conditional expected duration to be
Ãi = ! + ° log xi¡1 + ±Ãi¡1:
The only constraint on the coe¢cients then is ± < 1: The logarithmic form implies a
nonlinear relation between the duration and its lags. We use this particular logarith-
mic speci…cation because in the empirical analysis we exclude all zero durations and
…nd it therefore logical to work with. In general, the ‡exibility given by a logarith-
mic formulation is often found important in empirical market microstructure studies
where extra covariates (such as volume and spread) are introduced in the conditional
expectation equation.
The relationship between ©i and ªi for the q-Weibull–(log)ACD model is




















if q 6= 1; ® > 0, and [1=(q ¡ 1)¡ 1]® > 1: In particular we require that 1 < q < 2:
This requirement should not present a problem since in our empirical application we
expect the hazard function to be non-monotonic (i.e., ® > 1 and q > 1):
Estimation of the parameters of ACD models can be done by maximum likeli-
hood (ML). The function to be maximized is the product of N densities of xi; i.e.,
f (xi=©i) =©i where f is the appropriate density and the "standardized durations"
xi=©i are IID. By the de…nition of the q-Weibull density, we have



















Setting the scale parameter ¯ = 1 and applying the function ©i then gives the
expected duration equation, however (cf. Nelson and Cao (1992)). This is relevant for ACD(2,1)
and ACD(2,2) models considered in our empirical application.




`(x;!; °; ±; ®; q) =
NX
i=1











The log-likelihood function for the linear case is obtainable by replacing Ái with
log(Ái). The analytical derivatives with respect to the parameters in that case are




The three month long (September to November 1996) TAQ6 data set has been ana-
lyzed in several papers (e.g., Giot (1999), Bauwens et al. (2004), and Fernandes and
Grammig (2005)). Grammig and Maurer (2000), in particular, analyze the following
…ve actively traded stocks from this data set: "Boeing" (ticker symbol: BA), "Coca-
Cola" (KO), "Disney" (DIS), "Exxon" (XON), and "IBM" (IBM). These data are
made publicly available by J. Grammig. We analyze the same …ve stocks as bench-
mark data. The descriptive statistics for these stocks are reproduced in Table 1
only for the "diurnally adjusted series" that we analyze. The diurnal adjustment
and pre-…ltering methods applied to these data are quite standard and described in
detail in Grammig and Maurer.
Another popularly used data set is the three month long (November 1990 to
January 1991) TORQ7 data set. Engle and Russell (1998), in particular, use the
data on "IBM". The IBM data are made publicly available by R.F. Engle. With
both the TORQ and TAQ data the NYSE was trading continuously six and half
hours per day (from 9:30 to 16:00 EST). Descriptive statistics of IBM are given in
Table 2. The pre-…ltering tactics we use (described in Subsection 4.2) are essentially
5The use of analytic expressions decrease the time of computation in maximum likelihood es-
timation. Davidson and MacKinnon (2004, p. 593) note that numerical di¢culties also seem to
be quite common in these type of models and recommend using analytical …rst derivatives. The
problem of using numerical derivatives is discussed in Fiorentini, Calzolari, and Panattoni (1996);
see also Brooks, Burke, and Persand (2001).
6The "Trades and Quotes" database contains intraday trades and quotes for all securities listed
at the NYSE, AMEX, NASDAQ, and on associated regional exchanges.
7The "Trades, Orders, Reports, and Quotes" database includes data on 144 NYSE traded stocks.
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the same as in Engle and Russell.
In addition to these two data sets, we use data from the Helsinki Stock Exchange
(HSE). The HSE has an electronic order book system which means that it does not
have market makers like the NYSE "hybrid" system does. Another di¤erence is that
the tick-size at the HSE is 0:01 euros while at the NYSE the tick-size is $0:125 for
the TORQ and $0:0625 for the TAQ data. By using these di¤erent type of data sets
we are able to test our models’performance in di¤erent environments. And since the
HSE has a decimalized system, the HSE data shed some light on the performance of
the models at the later decimalized NYSE.8 The HSE data span six months (January
to June 2000) which totals to 124 trading days.9 In this period the HSE had seven
hours of continuous trading per day (from 10:30 to 17:30 CET+1) so that the trading
day is half an hour shorter than at the NYSE. Two trading days were unusual at the
HSE: On March 21 continuous trading was halted for half an hour in the beginning
of the day. On April 20 the exchange closed few hours earlier than normally. These
two days are not excluded from the analysis, however. To remain consistent in this
respect, we decide not to exclude abnormal days from the IBM TORQ data either.10
In our analysis of the HSE and TORQ data, zero durations are excluded by
combining trades that are recorded at the same second.11 The smallest duration
is thus one second. If prices di¤er at the same second, a weighted average based
on the volumes is calculated. Block trades are not excluded. Overnight durations,
de…ned as the duration between the …rst executed event of the day and the last of
the previous day, are excluded. The "market openings" (the durations between the
opening and the …rst trade) are also excluded.12 Durations recorded outside the
o¢cial market hours are excluded. In particular, the after market trading sessions
at the HSE (9:00–9:30 and 17:30–18:00) are excluded. These procedures are for the
most part standardly done in the literature. One possibly signi…cant di¤erence is,
however, that with the HSE data we have to use transaction prices since midprices
are not available. Midprices, de…ned as the average of the bid and ask price at the
8The NYSE reduced the tick-size from an eighth to a sixteenth on June 24, 1997. A full deci-
malization took place as late as on January 29, 2001. A detailed study of the NYSE decimalization
e¤ects is intended by the author in an accompanying paper.
9These data have not been analyzed as comprehensively before us in an ACD framework.
Jokivuolle and Lanne (2004) analyze "Nokia" for one month (November 2000). In fact, our data
span can be considered long by the current standards.
10We could have followed the lead of Engle and Russell (1998) and drop the abnormal days (there
are two of them) but we did not …nd this to have any signi…cant e¤ect on the results.
11Combining trades that are recorded at the same second can potentially lead to erroneous results
since not all of these trades are part of the same deal (the broker codes reveal this to us). Following
the custom, however, we ignore this here.
12In particular, we do not exclude the …rst 20 minutes at the NYSE although Engle and Russell
(1998) motivate it by the occasionally delayd opening and contamination of trades.
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time of the transaction, are often used in the literature to minimize price discreteness
and the "bid-ask bounce" e¤ect, i.e., the arti…cial bouncing of the transaction price
between bid and ask.
We have selected four HSE listed stocks for the analysis: "Nokia" (NOK)13,
"Sonera" (SRA), "UPM-Kymmene" (UPM)14, and "Stora Enso" (STE). The …rst of
these companies is in information technology, the second in telecommunications, and
the last two in materials sector. In year 2000 these were the most actively traded
stocks at the HSE. Descriptive statistics are reported in Table 3. As an example
consider NOK, the most liquid stock at the HSE.15 The mean trade duration for
NOK is 10:81 seconds with average volume of 3; 933 shares (median 1; 550) per each
time stamp. With price threshold 0:10 (ten ticks) the mean duration is increased to
112:1 and the average volume to 4; 386 (median 1; 600): The degree of overdispersion
(DOD), de…ned as the ratio of standard deviation and mean, is increased from 1:4
to 2:30: In comparison, the mean trade duration for IBM (TORQ data) is 27:24
seconds with average volume of 1; 840 shares (median 600) per each time stamp.
With transaction price threshold $0:125 (one tick) the mean duration is increased to
79:54 seconds and the average volume to 1; 945 (median 500) shares. The DOD for
IBM is decreased from 1:57 to 1:53: We notice that the DOD for IBM is less than for
NOK. This holds true for the HSE stocks in general as well. We can thus expect the
estimate of ° in the ACD model to be larger for the HSE stocks than for the NYSE
stocks, ceteris paribus. A direct comparison is however complicated by the fact that
the tick-sizes at these two exchanges were di¤erent.
4.2 Preliminary data analysis
It is widely known that durations have an "inverse U" intraday pattern: durations
are expected to be short when the exchange opens and when it closes. The intraday
pattern is already well documented for the NYSE (see, e.g., Engle and Russell (1998)
and Grammig and Maurer (2000)), so we exemplify it here with the HSE data in-
stead. At the HSE, the shape of the pattern is in general the same for all weekdays
13The price and volume were corrected for the stock split (1:4) that took place on April 10, 2000.
A quartal announcement on April 27 triggered high volatility for the day but was not given any
special treatment.
14A quartal announcement on February 27 triggered high activity for rest of the day. This day
is not (yet) excluded from the analysis.
15The HSE is the most liquid market place trading Nokia in the world. In year 2003 it accounted
for 62:1% of the total number of shares traded while the percentage for the NYSE, where Nokia
is listed as an American Depositary Receipt (ADR), was 20:3% (Source: HSE (May 4, 2004)). At
the NYSE Nokia has the largest trading volume of all cross-listed non-U.S. companies (Citigroup
(June 23, 2004)). In fact, Nokia is one of the …fteen most actively traded stocks at the NYSE.
UPM-Kymmene and Stora Enso (SEO) are also listed at the NYSE as ADRs.
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and for all the stocks considered. For NOK, for example, the …rst segment (10:30–
11:00) experiences a trade every eight second on average (Figure 3) and crossing a
cumulative threshold of 0:10 euros every 50 seconds on average (Figure 4). The …fth
trading segment (14:00–15:00) has typically the slowest trading. Activity then picks
up in the eight segment (16:30–17:00) when the NYSE opens and continues strong
until the close.
On average, Monday di¤ers from the other weekdays in that it tends to have
slightly slower trading (and less volume). This is especially so from the segment six
(15:00–16:00) onwards. On other weekdays, and on Fridays in particular, activity
picks up already in the sixth segment. This could be because of the investors need to
balance portfolios before the weekend and the tendency to be risk averse. Because
Friday peaks the highest in the sixth segment in the number of price durations but
not in the number of trade durations, it seems that abnormally large trades (or more
likely, abnormally large number of small trades at the same second) take place then.
This is supported by the fact that volume increases towards the end of the day.
Another explanation could be that investors receive new information in segment six.
Indeed we know that several key macro news are often reported on Fridays at 15:30
(8:30 EST). A detailed analysis of the daily patterns is beyond the scope of this
paper, however.
The intraday seasonality is standardly removed before the estimation of an ACD
model.16 The "diurnally adjusted durations" xi are computed as
xi = Xi=Á(ti);
where Xi is the raw (trade, price, or volume) duration and Á(ti) is the "time-of-
the-day e¤ect" at time ti. We use linear splines to estimate the diurnality because
they are easier to handle than cubic splines and because they appear to produce
very similar results. As a general rule, we set knots at each hour. Because trading
activity is expected to rise near the open and the close, additional knots are placed
half an hour apart from the open and the close. Another knot is set when the NYSE
opens (9:30 EST). We thus have total of nine knots at the HSE (eight at the NYSE).
Although Monday di¤ers a bit from the other weekdays in its average daily pattern,
we do not …nd it impacting the ACD model parameter estimates signi…cantly and
16The seasonality could be included in the model and estimated simultaneously with the model
parameters. Engle and Russell (1998) report that both procedures lead to similar results if su¢cient
data is available. Veredas, Rodríguez-Poo, and Espasa (2001) however warn that the two-step
procedure can lead to misspeci…cation errors. We acknowledge this but wish to compare our results
to those using the two-step procedure.
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therefore decide not to treat Monday di¤erently.17
The Ljung-Box (LB) test statistics for the raw and diurnally adjusted data are
reported in the last column of Tables 1 to 3. Highly signi…cant autocorrelation exists
even after the adjustment. For NOK the LB statistics for the raw and the diurnally
adjusted trade durations are LB(15) = 105; 850 and LB(15) = 65; 992, respectively
(Figure 5).18 In comparison, Engle and Russell (1998) report LB(15) = 9; 466 and
LB(15) = 7; 807 for IBM. The LB statistics for price durations are considerably
higher at the HSE than at the NYSE as well. This is probably mainly caused by
the more frequent trading at the HSE (although the volume per trade is in general
much larger at the NYSE; see also Jokivuolle and Lanne (2004)). Bid-ask bounce
may have some a¤ect in this outcome, too, as we will see in our empirical analysis.
High autocorrelation and overdispersion indicate that durations are not exponen-
tially distributed (i.e., they are not memoryless). The unconditional histogram of
trade durations is skewed to right and displays unimodality after the removal of diur-
nality. This holds for price durations too if the threshold is not set too high (Figure
6). Notice that the form of the unconditional distribution does not imply the form
of the conditional distribution. In the next Subsection we however see evidence that
the conditional distributions are not exponential (as argumented already by Engle
and Russell (1998)).
4.3 Estimation results
The ML estimation of the ACD models is done in GAUSS v7.0 using the constrained
maximum likelihood module.19 The parameter value for q is constrained by 1 <
q < 2 for the q-Weibull speci…cation and by 1 < q < 3=2 for the q-exponential
speci…cation. Its starting value is always set to q0 = 1:20 which allows for consistent
estimation (the …rst two moments exist). The parameters in the conditional expected
duration equation (!, ° and ±) are by default constrained by the Bollerslev inequality
constraints. Although in some of the higher order logarithmic models (LACD(1,2)
and LACD(2,2)) we systematically …nd negative values for certain parameters, the
17More exactly, we …t Á(ti¡1) =
P9
j=1 1j [cj + d1;j (ti¡1 ¡ kj¡1)] ; where 1j is the indicator func-
tion for the jth segment of the spline, i.e., 1j = 1 if kj¡1 · ti¡1 · kj (j = 1; :::; 9) and 0 otherwise.
Recall that ti is the arrival time of a trade so that the di¤erence (ti¡1 ¡ kj¡1) is the distance from
the previous knot. The coe¢cients are estimated by the OLS method. In order to check for the
e¤ect of Monday’s di¤erent average daily pattern, we set up a special dummy variable for it in the
obvious way.
18The slow decay of the sample ACF suggests long-memory, in fact. We do not investigate that
in detail here, however. Jasiak (1999) shows a way to accommodate for long-memory in the ACD
framework.
19The GAUSS code written by J. Grammig and K.-O. Maurer (and co-authors) was used with
some modi…cations. Code written by the same authors were also used to calculate the test statistics.
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results we present are not qualitatively sensitive to the choice of the constraints.
The starting values for !, °, ±; and ® (· in the Burr–ACD model) are set to the
ML estimates of Grammig and Maurer (2000).20 In optimization, we use the BHHH
algorithm with Brent’s method for the line search. Both linear and logarithmic
models are estimated using numerical derivatives but we give also the analytical
derivatives for the linear q-Weibull–ACD model in Appendix B.
The standard technique to evaluate the performance of ML estimated paramet-
ric models is by their respective log-likelihood values. The (classical) likelihood
ratio (LR) test is not completely satisfactory in our context, however. This is be-
cause the LR test cannot be used to compare non-nested models. The presence of
inequality constraints in the parameter space also lead to di¢culties in obtaining
implementable exact critical values (Wolak (1991)). To complement the LR test, we
therefore choose to use the following two speci…cation tests applied in Grammig and
Maurer (2000): the density forecast technique (Diebold, Gunther, and Tay (1998))
and the D-test (Fernandes and Grammig (2005)). The density forecast technique
relies on an integral transform into an (unit) uniformly distributed random variable
under the correct speci…cation (Rosenblatt (1952)). This hypothesis can be tested
using a chi-square test. The transformed data should then also be IID distributed
for which purpose we use the LB test. The D-test, on the other hand, is designed to
reveal a di¤erence between the (implied) parametric and the true density functions of
the standardized durations and it is based on a test derived in Aït-Sahalia (1996).21
We choose to judge the goodness-of-…t primarily by the density forecast technique
which is nowadays widely applied in the literature and use the D-test as an helpful
graphical device. The results from both tests are in line with each other, though.
In Tables 4 to 21 we report the ML parameter estimates, the log-likelihood
values, and the test statistics for the following …ve linear ACD(1,1) models: the
exponential–ACD (EACD), the Weibull–ACD (WACD) (the "benchmarks"), the
Burr–ACD (BACD), the q-exponential–ACD (QEACD), and the q-Weibull–ACD
(QWACD) models. We use 2=3 of the data for in-sample estimation and 1=3 for out-
of-sample evaluation. The out-of-sample results refer to a situation where the test
20More precisely, with other data sets than NYSE TAQ, we use the IBM starting values of the
WACD model for the QEACD model and for the QWACD model we use the IBM starting values
of the BACD model. The IBM starting values are chosen because the HSE stocks, in particular,
experience similar high autocorrelation as IBM.
21In the D-test we use a Gaussian kernel to estimate the true density function. In order to
avoid boundary problems that haunt a Gaussian kernel near zero, we …rst apply a logarithmic
transformation which ‡attens the histogram. Fernandes and Grammig (2005) regard this procedure
as a good alternative to bootstrapping which we wish to avoid because of its laboriousness. We are
aware of the Pritsker’s (1998) criticism of the low power of the Aït-Sahalia’s test but do not regard
this relevant in our context since we do not have strong persistance in the standardized durations.
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statistics are calculated using the out-of-sample data but the parameter estimates
are …xed to their in-sample values. Proceeding this way we are able to reproduce the
results of Grammig and Maurer (2000) for the …rst three models (EACD, WACD,
and BACD) and to evaluate our new models (QEACD and QWACD) against them.
Since the parameter estimates for the logarithmic speci…cation are qualitatively the
same as for the linear one, we are content with reporting the log-likelihood values, the
goodness-of-…t test and LB statistics for the logarithmic speci…cation. We further-
more concentrate almost exclusively on the results of one-lag models. This is because
adding more lags does not seem to lead to systematic and signi…cant improvements
in any other respect than in autocorrelation removal and in modestly higher log-
likelihood values. In fact, we …nd that while in general the Akaike information
criteria prefers a model with more lags than just one, the Bayesian information cri-
teria tends to choose the one-lag model. This …nding supports the common interest
in one-lag models (cf. GARCH(1,1)).
The NYSE TAQ data provides a natural benchmark for the comparison of the
models (Tables 4 to 8). The midprice threshold is …xed to $0:125 (two ticks) by the
data source. The di¤erence between the …ve ACD models’performance is evident in
the test statistics. We see, for example, that the two best …tting models, the QWACD
and BACD models, perform equally well in-sample and out-of-sample: the p-values
for the D-test statistic are the highest and the (negative of) log-likelihood values the
lowest (recall however that the likelihoods are not directly comparable between the
QWACD and BACD models). We also see that the chi-square goodness-of-…t test
statistics are good for all stocks except for IBM (Table 8). The results for the EACD,
WACD, and BACD models have been visualized already in Grammig and Maurer
(2000) and we do not reproduce them here. The results for the QWACD model look
almost identical with the results for the BACD model. The logarithmic speci…cations
seems a bit more robust with respect to autocorrelation removal than the linear one.
For example, while the linear speci…cation experiences a relatively high LB statistics
for the z-series in the cases of BA (Table 4) and especially IBM, the logarithmic
speci…cation generates reasonably low LB statistics in those and other cases. The
autocorrelation pattern dies out quite fast with both speci…cations. Also, the power
two of the z-series typically show the same or lower amount of autocorrelation.
We would like to emphasize that the parameter estimates using the TAQ data
for the QWACD and BACD models imply a hazard function that is non-monotonic
(bq > 1 and b® > 1 or, equally well, b· > 1 and b¾2 > 0). Although this result is
expected (we are using the same data set as Grammig and Maurer (2000)), it is an
important benchmark for us. Note also that the shape parameters ® (of QWACD)
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and · (of BACD) seem to serve a very similar purpose in their respective models
because the estimates are statistically the same across all the stocks analyzed. It is
also noteworthy that the QEACD model performs better than the benchmark WACD
model with equal number of parameters (four). In some cases, such as BA (Table 4),
the QEACD model even produces a …t that is as good as the QWACD and BACD
models’. As one might suspect, then the non-monotonicity of the hazard function is
not evident by the parameter estimates (i.e., b® ¼ 1 or, equally well, b· ¼ 1) since the
QEACD model could not possibly accommodate for the non-monotonicity.
The strongly autocorrelated IBM series is …tted more extensively with the TORQ
data. For these data we use both midprices and transaction prices in order to see the
e¤ect of a data type change. We also consider three di¤erent thresholds: $0:125 (one
tick), $0:1875 (for midprices only), and $0:250 to see the e¤ect of a threshold increase.
We report only the results with the smallest ($0:125) and largest ($0:250) thresholds
(Tables 9 to 12), however, since the results with the medium-size threshold ($0:1875)
are qualitatively the same as with the largest threshold. Using the midprices and the
smallest threshold, we again …nd that the implied hazard function is non-monotonic
(Table 9). With the largest threshold, however, the implied hazard function becomes
monotonically decreasing (b® or b· < 1) (Table 10). We also note that with both
thresholds the transaction price data produce a lower estimate for ® and · than
the midprice data (Tables 11 and 12). In fact, with transaction prices the hazard
function is monotonically decreasing even with the smallest threshold. We believe
this di¤erence to be due to the bid-ask bounce e¤ect. This is supported by the
fact that the autocorrelation in the duration data (as evidenced by the LB statistics
in Table 2) and the remaining in-sample z-series’autocorrelation with the smallest
threshold (Tables 9 and 11) are considerably higher in the transaction price data. The
bouncing of the transaction price is also manifested in the number of observations
which, with the smallest threshold, is about twice as large for transaction price data
than for midprice data (but about the same with the largest threshold). Nevertheless,
the QWACD, BACD, and QEACD models seem to …t better in the transaction price
data. Quite expectedly, the …t gets better (with the exception of the EACD and
QEACD models) when the threshold is increased since then the autocorrelation
diminishes. This tendency is not necessarily true with midprice data, though: when
the threshold is increased, the …t worsens considerably for all the models except
the WACD model. Such a …nding is of particular interest since Engle and Russell
(1998) used the (essentially) same data with midprice threshold $0:250. We …nd
that in this case the WACD model performs exceptionally well relatively to the other
models. The results with the transaction price data are even more favorable. We
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however refrain from making …rm conclusions because of the relatively low number
of observations with such a highly autocorrelated stock. It seems obvious, though,
that the data type and threshold used may matter a lot when the simpler (less
parametrized) models are applied. The QWACD and BACD models produce much
more robust results in this respect.
Let us then turn to the results of the four HSE stocks which we review more
carefully with respect to the threshold level used. Since we do not have midprices
available for these data, we have to settle for using only transaction prices. We do
not expect the bid-ask bounce e¤ect to be a major problem now, however, because
no o¢cial market makers are assigned at the HSE and, more importantly, we use
thresholds that are much larger than one tick (recall that the HSE has a decimalized
system). We estimate the models using three di¤erent thresholds: 0:05 (…ve ticks),
0:10, and 0:20 euros (Tables 13 to 21). As expected, the results support the QWACD
and BACD models regardless of the threshold used although the …t gets better as a
function of the threshold. The success relative to the other models is again seen to
depend on the threshold. In particular, with the smallest threshold we get parameter
estimates that imply a non-monotonic hazard function (Tables 13 and 16 for NOK
and SRA, respectively) but when the threshold is raised, the hazard function becomes
monotonically decreasing (Tables 14, 15 and 17, 18 for NOK and SRA, respectively).
Notice that in general the QEACD model performs nearly as good as the QWACD
and BACD models with these data, as well.
We can visualize the threshold dependence on the relative performance of the
models with the two speci…cation tests we use. NOK presents the toughest case
to model (in the sense that its autocorrelation is even higher than for IBM) and
for that reason it serves as an illustrative example of the potential weaknesses of
the models. From NOK’s z-series and the di¤erence between its parametric and
the non-parametric density estimates with the smallest threshold (0:05) we see, for
example, that the QWACD and BACD models have di¢culties in …tting the empirical
distribution in the tails and near zero; in particular, the smallest durations are
overestimated while the slightly larger ones are underestimated (Figures 7 and 8).
Although the …t of these two models is clearly not satisfactory, note that the z-
series for the QEACD and WACD models fail to be uniformly distributed much
more signi…cantly (Figures 9 and 10). The EACD model performs so poorly that
we do not even visualize it. We also note that all the models fail (in a very similar
way) to account for the strong autocorrelation. This is re‡ected in the z-series’non-
IID behavior of which the QWACD and WACD models provide typical examples
(Figure 11). Together these results imply that all of the ACD models are in some
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respect misspeci…ed. We believe the misspeci…cation to be mainly due the strong
autocorrelation (see the last column of Table 3).
With the largest threshold (0:20) most of the above problems either disappear
or reduce signi…cantly (with the exception of the EACD model which stays badly
misspeci…ed) (Figures 12 to 16). It is also easily seen that the QEACD and WACD
models (Figures 14 and 15) enhance their performance relative to the QWACD and
BACD models (Figures 12 and 13). In fact, now the QEACD and WACD models
lose only modestly in the tails. The near-zero region stays somewhat harder to model
than the right-hand tail, especially for the WACD model. The WACD model tends
to put more weight on the near-zero region than the QEACD and vice versa for the
right-hand tail. Typically, this feature turns in favor of the QEACD model. The
tradeo¤ between the tail and near-zero probabilities is essentially resolved by the
QWACD and BACD models although they both still have the tendency to put a bit
too much weight on the very smallest durations. We thus recon…rm the conclusion
of Bauwens et al. (2004) who see room for improvement in near-zero durations.
The results for the two less liquid stocks at the HSE, UPM and STE (Tables 19
to 21), lend further support for the QWACD and BACD models. Note, however,
that with these two stocks the QEACD model performs poorly compared to the
QWACD, BACD, and even the WACD model. It seems that the combination of
high autocorrelation and the (relatively) low number of observations causes the poor
…t. We in fact experienced a similar problem with the IBM TAQ and TORQ data
(in the latter the problem got severe with the largest transaction threshold ($0:250)).
A …nal systematic empirical feature that we would like to point out (in the one-lag
speci…cation) is that the parameter estimates b° and b± in the conditional expectation
change as a function of the threshold: when the threshold is increased, b° tends
to increase and b± tends to decrease. This is because autocorrelation automatically
diminishes with a larger threshold (Tables 2 and 3) (consistently with Giot (1999)).
Such a threshold dependence adds more complexity to the choice of model type,
however. Fortunately, our out-of-sample results suggest that the parameter estimates
have remained relatively stable over the three/six month time period which should
increase the applicability of the ACD model(s) investigated here.
In summary, with all the data at our disposal the …ve ACD models considered
manage to decrease the amount of autocorrelation approximately equally well. In-
creasing the number of lags typically lead to some extra gains in this respect. The
main di¤erence between the models is in their ability to account for the shape of the
conditional distribution and the hazard function. The exponential and Weibull dis-
tributions systematically under or overestimate the empirical distribution in certain
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regions while in general the q-exponential distribution provides a signi…cantly better
…t. The q-Weibull and Burr distributions provide the best …t. We have empirically
shown that the threshold level a¤ects the shape of the hazard function implied by
the model parameter estimates. This is not surprising considering the de…nition of a
hazard function as the probability of a state (duration) ending conditional on time.
What is more signi…cant to note is that a threshold increase a¤ects the performance
of the models relative to each other. This means that the models that can account
for the non-monotonicity of the hazard function lose part of their advantage with a
larger threshold. If parsimony is considered important, the choice of the best model
is thus not always clear-cut. On the other hand, the simpler models seem to be less
robust with respect to the data type and threshold used.
In our empirical analysis we have used price duration data but it is likely that
the results hold qualitatively for volume duration data as well. The trade duration
data however seem more problematic to …t because of its extremely signi…cant and
long-lasting autocorrelation. This stylized fact (well-known in volatility literature)
may lead one to prefer a long-memory ACD model (Jasiak (1999)) (or some other
model capable of producing a slowly decreasing autocorrelation) instead which is in
fact what we advocate to use with some of the more strongly autocorrelated price
duration data as well. Another problem with the trade duration data that we …nd
is that in some cases (such as STE at the HSE) the hazard function implied by the
parameter estimates may be monotonically decreasing. This could be caused by the
relatively infrequent trading which in turn would suggest that liquid stocks have
di¤erent dynamics than illiquid ones (at least in some respect) and could o¤er an
interesting future research topic since in reality many stocks are rather illiquid.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we have generalized the benchmark exponential and Weibull–ACD
models to the q-Weibull–ACD model. Our generalization is motivated by the fact
that it allows for a non-monotonic hazard function which is found empirically relevant
here and few earlier studies. In this paper the performance of the q-Weibull–ACD
model is demonstrated using price duration data from the NYSE and the HSE which
operate di¤erently (the NYSE is a hybrid market place with designated market
makers while the HSE is an electronic order book market place). Our main conclusion
is that the q-Weibull–ACD model clearly outperforms the benchmark exponential
and Weibull–ACD models with both stock exchange data. In particular, the q-
Weibull–ACD model performs as well as the previously succesful Burr–ACD model.
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It is noteworthy that a special case of our generalization, the q-exponential–ACD
model (which does not allow for a non-monotonic hazard function), produces good re-
sults with one parameter less than the q-Weibull–ACD and Burr–ACD models. The
performance of the q-exponential–ACD model is especially good when the hazard
function implied by the q-Weibull–ACD and Burr–ACD model parameter estimates
is monotonic (or nearly so) and when a fat tailed conditional distribution is called
for. Related to this, we …nd that the threshold level used a¤ects the shape of the
hazard function implied by the model parameter estimates. As the threshold level is
raised, the hazard function implied by the parameter estimates becomes monotoni-
cally decreasing. This in turn a¤ects the success of the models relative to each other
and makes the more parsimonious q-exponential–ACD model more attractive. The
downside of parsimony is lack of robustness. Therefore we end up recommending the
q-Weibull–ACD or Burr–ACD models which perform robustly the best with all the
data at our disposal.
The performance of the linear and logarithmic ACD speci…cations do not di¤er
much from each other overall but we …nd the logarithmic speci…cation to be slightly
better in capturing the dynamics. The logarithmic speci…cation can also be recom-
mended on the grounds of less stringent constraints on the parameters and its ability
to easily accommodate for extra covariates. Including more lags does not provide
signi…cantly better results. In order to improve the …t, it would seem more impor-
tant to adjust for the strong and long-lasting autocorrelation. The …t could also be
further improved by modeling the near-zero durations more accurately.
From a broader perspective, we believe that the distributional generalizations that
we have applied in the ACD framework should prove valuable also in other contexts
in econometrics, the most obvious being the modeling of income distributions in
which the closely related Burr Type XII distribution has already proven succesful.
A Appendix to Section 2 (…rst two moments)
The expectation of a q-Weibull distributed random variable (for which we hold ¯ = 1) is22




= ®(2 ¡ q)
Z 1
0
x® [1 ¡ (1 ¡ q)x®] 11¡q dx
=
(2 ¡ q)
















22The following formulae were calculated using Mathematica 4.
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if q 6= 1; ® > 0, and [1=(q ¡ 1) ¡ 1]® > 1: In the case these constraints fail to hold, the
expectation does not converge to a …nite number.


















6 ¡ 7q + 2q2 ;
if q 6= 1 and (4 ¡ 3q)=(q ¡ 1) > ¡1 (i.e., 1 < q < 3=2):
Two special cases of the above formulae should be mentioned. If ® = q = 1, we recover
the exponential case for which the expectation is well-known to be Eex(x) = 1=¯ (i.e., 1 if
holding ¯ = 1). If q = 1 but ® 6= 1, we recover the Weibull case: Ewe(x) = ¡(1 + 1=®):
The second moment of a q-Weibull distributed random variable is
Eqw(x2) =
(2 ¡ q)
















if q 6= 1; ® > 0; and [1=(q ¡ 1) ¡ 1]® > 2.














which is numerically equivalent to
Eqe(x2) =
2(2 ¡ q)
24 ¡ 46q + 29q2 ¡ 6q3 ;
if (5 ¡ 4q)=(q ¡ 1) > ¡1 (i.e, 1 < q < 4=3):
B Appendix to Section 3 (…rst order conditions)
The …rst order conditions for the maximum of the q-Weibull-ACD model’s log-likelihood
function in the linear case are written down below.23 For the q-exponential–ACD model
23The following formulae were calculated using Mathematica 4.
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Figure 1: Densities of q-Weibull with di¤erent parameter values (¯ = 1).
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Figure 2: Hazards of q-Weibull with di¤erent parameter values (¯ = 5).
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Figure 3: The daily diurnality of trade durations for NOK at the HSE.
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Figure 4: The daily diurnality of price durations (threshold 0.10) for NOK at the
HSE.
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Figure 5: Sample autocorrelation function of trade durations for NOK at the HSE.
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Figure 6: Diurnally adjusted price durations with di¤erent thresholds for NOK at
the HSE.
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Figure 7: Histogram of z-series (above) and non-parametric and parametric density
estimates (below) for NOK (threshold 0.05) using the q-Weibull–ACD model.
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Figure 8: Histogram of z-series (above) and non-parametric and parametric density
estimates (below) for NOK (threshold 0.05) using the Burr–ACD model.
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Figure 9: Histogram of z-series (above) and non-parametric and parametric density
estimates (below) for NOK (threshold 0.05) using the q-exponential–ACD model.
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Figure 10: Histogram of z-series (above) and non-parametric and parametric density
estimates (below) for NOK (threshold 0.05) using the Weibull–ACD model.
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Figure 11: Autocorrelogram of z-series for NOK (threshold 0.05) using the q-Weibull–
ACD model (above) and the Weibull–ACD model (below).
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Figure 12: Histogram of z-series (above) and non-parametric and parametric density
estimates (below) for NOK (threshold 0.20) using the q-Weibull–ACD model.
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Figure 13: Histogram of z-series (above) and non-parametric and parametric density
estimates (below) for NOK (threshold 0.20) using the Burr–ACD model.
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Figure 14: Histogram of z-series (above) and non-parametric and parametric density
estimates (below) for NOK (threshold 0.20) using the q-exponential–ACD model.
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Figure 15: Histogram of z-series (above) and non-parametric and parametric density
estimates (below) for NOK (threshold 0.20) using the Weibull–ACD model.
39
Figure 16: Autocorrelogram of z-series for NOK (threshold 0.20) using the q-Weibull–
ACD model (above) and the Weibull–ACD model (below).
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Table 1: Statistics of adjusted midprice durations (threshold 0.125) at the NYSE.
Ticker Nobs Min Med Mean Max Std DOD LB(15)
BA 2; 620 0:005 0:53 1:00 18:94 1:33 1:34 353
KO 1; 609 0:004 0:60 1:00 9:16 1:17 1:17 73
DIS 2; 160 0:005 0:56 1:00 14:45 1:21 1:20 175
XON 2; 717 0:005 0:59 1:00 15:04 1:20 1:20 79
IBM 6; 728 0:003 0:53 1:02 29:12 1:45 1:43 2; 453
Table 2: Statistics of raw trade and price durations and adjusted series (thresholds
0.125, 0.1875, and 0.250) at the NYSE.
Nobs Min Med Mean Max Std DOD LB(15)
IBM
Trade durs 53; 305 1 14 27:24 4; 592 42:72 1:57 8; 979
Adjusted* 53; 305 0:026 0:54 1:00 162:80 1:51 1:51 6; 862
0.125-T 18; 210 1 38 79:54 4; 592 121:44 1:53 3; 326
Adjusted 18; 210 0:009 0:50 1:00 55:37 1:48 1:48 2; 368
0.250-T 3; 123 1 158 454:2 10; 660 775:33 1:71 637
Adjusted 3; 123 0:001 0:36 1:00 23:61 1:56 1:57 819
0.125-M 10; 060 1 65 143:9 5; 422 225:47 1:57 1; 183
Adjusted 10; 060 0:005 0:48 1:00 36:03 1:47 1:47 954
0.1875-M 5; 614 1 97 248:8 5; 593 397:55 1:60 534
Adjusted 5; 614 0:003 0:41 1:00 19:68 1:48 1:48 450
0.250-M 3; 537 1 141 402:5 8; 026 684:18 1:70 253
Adjusted 3; 537 0:002 0:38 1:00 15:85 1:53 1:53 295
*Linear splines used.
Note: T refers to transaction prices and M to midprices.
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Table 3: Statistics of raw trade and price durations and adjusted series (thresholds
0.05, 0.10, and 0.20) at the HSE.
Nobs Min Med Mean Max Std DOD LB(15)
NOK
Trade durs 287; 327 1 6 10:81 470 15:15 1:4 105; 850
Adjusted* 287; 327 0:066 0:55 1:00 33:22 1:30 1:30 65; 992
0.05-T 53; 954 1 21:50 57:51 3; 911 116:50 2:03 35; 411
Adjusted 53; 954 0:009 0:42 1:00 51:77 1:76 1:76 25; 344
0.10-T 27; 622 1 32 112:1 7; 273 257:63 2:30 22; 361
Adjusted 27; 622 0:004 0:35 0:99 51:75 1:96 1:98 17; 759
0.20-T 6; 799 1 131 452 17; 590 984:36 2:18 2; 272
Adjusted 6; 799 0:001 0:41 0:98 52:88 1:90 1:93 2; 675
SRA
Trade durs 165; 513 1 8 18:77 688 29:31 1:56 59; 920
Adjusted 165; 513 0:037 0:49 1:00 33:28 1:43 1:44 38; 879
0.05-T 54; 972 1 24 56:47 2; 364 95:72 1:70 20; 672
Adjusted 54; 972 0:012 0:48 1:00 29:44 1:52 1:52 13; 566
0.10-T 38; 055 1 33 81:53 4; 359 157:18 1:93 13; 095
Adjusted 38; 055 0:008 0:45 1:00 37:66 1:69 1:69 10; 015
0.20-T 19; 498 1 51 158:5 9; 615 356:39 2:25 7; 589
Adjusted 19; 498 0:003 0:39 0:99 37:74 1:89 1:90 8; 005
UPM
Trade durs 49; 620 1 25 62:52 5; 559 105:63 1:69 11; 028
Adjusted 49; 620 0:012 0:42 1:00 72:30 1:57 1:58 7; 583
0.05-T 13; 826 1 93 223:8 6; 791 400:74 1:79 2; 676
Adjusted 13; 826 0:003 0:46 1:00 39:29 1:67 1:68 1; 881
0.10-T 7; 241 1 160 425 17; 780 887:22 2:09 693
Adjusted 7; 241 0:002 0:44 0:99 33:13 1:74 1:76 991
STE
Trade durs 34; 166 1 35 90:63 3; 250 149:04 1:64 10; 070
Adjusted 34; 166 0:009 0:42 1:00 29:80 1:56 1:56 7; 854
0.05-T 4; 310 1 264 695:2 17; 560 1; 285 1:85 378
Adjusted 4; 310 0:001 0:46 1:00 28:97 1:57 1:58 630
*Linear splines used.
Note: T refers to transaction prices.
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Table 4: Parameter estimates for linear ACD models (BA @ NYSE TAQ) -midprice threshold 0.125.
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Estimate S.E.* Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.
! 0:0308 0:0231 0:0342 0:0249 0:0573 0:0328 0:0535 0:0305 0:0606 0:0325
° 0:1137 0:0411 0:1209 0:0420 0:1693 0:0456 0:1599 0:0420 0:1740 0:0435
± 0:8614 0:0587 0:8508 0:0610 0:7888 0:0674 0:7983 0:0635 0:7813 0:0647
® or · 0:8949 0:0163 1:0927 0:0364 1:0911 0:0365
¾2 0:3394 0:0610
q 1:1766 0:0193 1:2514 0:0343
#Observations 1; 746 1; 746 1; 746 1; 746 1; 746
Log-likelihood ¡1; 784:7 ¡1; 764:4 ¡1; 740:1 ¡1; 743:5 ¡1; 740:4
Goodness-of-…t 88:6 60:1 23:9 34:4 24:9
#Outside c.i. 7 8 6 6 6
LB(15) 49.3 47.6 30.7 32.9 29.0
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 1:7e ¡ 006 0:1377 0:1654 0:1736
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Log-likelihood ¡1; 770:8 ¡1; 751:5 ¡1; 720:8 ¡1; 726:0 ¡1; 720:8
Goodness-of-…t 81:2 75:2 22:4 37:5 22:4
LB(15) 24.4 22.6 17.0 17.6 17.0
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample
#Observations 874 874 874 874 874
Goodness-of-…t 89:6 79:9 49:8 65:3 48:8
#Outside c.i. 4 4 3 3 3
LB(15) 23.1 22.3 19.9 20.4 19.9
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 4:8e ¡ 008 0:0094 0:0033 0:0066
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Goodness-of-…t 97:2 100:5 50:5 73:5 50:5
LB(15) 21.2 20.9 22.0 21.7 22.0
*Robust standard errors reported.
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Table 5: Parameter estimates for linear ACD models (KO @ NYSE TAQ) -midprice threshold 0.125.
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Estimate S.E.* Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.
! 0:1588 0:0420 0:1585 0:0417 0:1605 0:0416 0:1567 0:0405 0:1586 0:0406
° 0:1086 0:0257 0:1093 0:0257 0:1244 0:0298 0:1153 0:0271 0:1233 0:0297
± 0:7274 0:0515 0:7267 0:0513 0:7148 0:0510 0:7239 0:0500 0:7175 0:0501
® or · 0:9588 0:0190 1:1242 0:0496 1:1235 0:0492
¾2 0:2862 0:0790
q 1:1062 0:0247 1:2216 0:0474
#Observations 1; 072 1; 072 1; 072 1; 072 1; 072
Log-likelihood ¡1; 016:5 ¡1; 014:8 ¡1; 007:1 ¡1; 010:1 ¡1; 007:1
Goodness-of-…t 65:4 49:5 24:0 40:0 23:9
#Outside c.i. 2 2 2 1 2
LB(15) 22.4 22.1 21.3 21.5 21.2
p-value of D 0:0291 0:3162 0:6657 0:8096 0:5995
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Log-likelihood ¡1; 014:3 ¡1; 012:8 ¡1; 004:5 ¡1; 008:0 ¡1; 004:5
Goodness-of-…t 59:0 56:1 36:7 45:9 36:7
LB(15) 20.4 20.0 19.3 19.4 19.3
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample
#Observations 537 537 537 537 537
Goodness-of-…t 34:1 26:6 29:3 29:2 26:9
#Outside c.i. 0 0 0 0 0
LB(15) 10.4 10.6 11.5 11.1 11.4
p-value of D 0:8207 0:8768 0:9689 0:9474 0:9699
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Goodness-of-…t 39:1 39:9 27:6 33:3 27:6
LB(15) 10.8 10.9 11.9 11.4 11.9
*Robust standard errors reported.
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Table 6: Parameter estimates for linear ACD models (DIS @ NYSE TAQ) -midprice threshold 0.125.
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Estimate S.E.* Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.
! 0:0737 0:0304 0:0742 0:0305 0:0988 0:0443 0:0796 0:0336 0:0941 0:0434
° 0:0460 0:0147 0:0458 0:0147 0:0482 0:0182 0:0443 0:0159 0:0463 0:0185
± 0:8889 0:0334 0:8885 0:0337 0:8670 0:0488 0:8853 0:0385 0:8727 0:0490
® or · 0:9691 0:0184 1:2190 0:0446 1:2168 0:0441
¾2 0:3961 0:0670
q 1:1128 0:0210 1:2814 0:0341
#Observations 1; 439 1; 439 1; 439 1; 439 1; 439
Log-likelihood ¡1; 613:0 ¡1; 611:8 ¡1; 588:0 ¡1; 600:4 ¡1; 587:7
Goodness-of-…t 73:6 66:4 30:1 54:6 30:1
#Outside c.i. 5 5 4 4 4
LB(15) 17.1 17.2 17.4 17.7 17.7
p-value of D 1:7e ¡ 007 7:3e ¡ 006 0:1598 0:0303 0:0848
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Log-likelihood ¡1; 616:0 ¡1; 614:3 ¡1; 586:1 ¡1; 601:2 ¡1; 586:1
Goodness-of-…t 83:1 75:3 25:3 54:4 25:3
LB(15) 14.9 15.0 14.9 14.9 14.9
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample
#Observations 721 721 721 721 721
Goodness-of-…t 129:6 120:4 96:0 103:2 96:1
#Outside c.i. 20 20 24 24 24
LB(15) 102.9 104.4 118.4 111.8 117.3
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:1e ¡ 012 2:2e ¡ 016 8:8e ¡ 012
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Goodness-of-…t 158:4 145:5 100:9 119:6 100:9
LB(15) 99.1 99.2 94.5 94.6 94.5
*Robust standard errors reported.
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Table 7: Parameter estimates for linear ACD models (XON @ NYSE TAQ) -midprice threshold 0.125.
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Estimate S.E.* Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.
! 0:0647 0:0374 0:0660 0:0379 0:1024 0:0548 0:0868 0:0533 0:1334 0:1013
° 0:0457 0:0156 0:0453 0:0155 0:0393 0:0154 0:0451 0:0165 0:0446 0:0175
± 0:8902 0:0483 0:8892 0:0488 0:8626 0:0608 0:8686 0:0644 0:8269 0:1073
® or · 0:9624 0:0156 1:2498 0:0438 1:2427 0:0442
¾2 0:4641 0:0684
q 1:1230 0:0181 1:3111 0:0330
#Observations 1; 810 1; 810 1; 810 1; 810 1; 810
Log-likelihood ¡1; 803:2 ¡1; 800:8 ¡1; 766:2 ¡1; 785:3 ¡1; 767:6
Goodness-of-…t 100:2 100:5 32:8 78:9 38:9
#Outside c.i. 4 4 3 4 3
LB(15) 14.2 14.3 14.1 14.3 14.5
p-value of D 2:8e ¡ 010 7:2e ¡ 006 0:1372 0:1118 0:1175
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Log-likelihood ¡1; 796:0 ¡1; 794:1 ¡1; 760:4 ¡1; 779:4 ¡1; 760:4
Goodness-of-…t 109:0 108:8 39:7 90:1 39:7
LB(15) 17.6 17.7 15.0 16.7 20.9
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample
#Observations 907 907 907 907 907
Goodness-of-…t 49:4 53:1 29:7 51:2 28:1
#Outside c.i. 2 2 2 2 2
LB(15) 10.5 10.6 13.1 11.7 13.8
p-value of D 0:0068 0:0280 0:2606 0:1610 0:2733
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Goodness-of-…t 53:4 53:4 25:4 50:2 25:4
LB(15) 10.0 10.1 11.1 10.4 11.9
*Robust standard errors reported.
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Table 8: Parameter estimates for linear ACD models (IBM @ NYSE TAQ) -midprice threshold 0.125.
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Estimate S.E.* Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.
! 0:0097 0:0050 0:0098 0:0050 0:0171 0:0088 0:0125 0:0062 0:0174 0:0088
° 0:0901 0:0190 0:0903 0:0191 0:1116 0:0287 0:0976 0:0218 0:1124 0:0284
± 0:9046 0:0213 0:9042 0:0215 0:8798 0:0327 0:8949 0:0250 0:8788 0:0325
® or · 0:9853 0:0112 1:2625 0:0253 1:2622 0:0254
¾2 0:4204 0:0381
q 1:1026 0:0124 1:2956 0:0189
#Observations 4; 484 4; 484 4; 484 4; 484 4; 484
Log-likelihood ¡5; 044:3 ¡5; 043:4 ¡4; 952:0 ¡5; 009:3 ¡4; 952:0
Goodness-of-…t 178:0 186:3 47:6 154:2 49:8
#Outside c.i. 7 7 6 6 6
LB(15) 104.7 105.3 93.2 103.1 92.5
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 0:0028 3:2e ¡ 007 0:0016
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Log-likelihood ¡5; 044:7 ¡5; 043:2 ¡4; 926:3 ¡4; 999:1 ¡4; 926:3
Goodness-of-…t 198:9 202:8 48:9 160:5 48:9
LB(15) 82.8 82.8 53.7 70.9 53.7
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample
#Observations 2; 244 2; 244 2; 244 2; 244 2; 244
Goodness-of-…t 175:4 181:0 76:6 175:8 79:1
#Outside c.i. 4 4 6 5 6
LB(15) 42.2 42.3 39.1 41.5 39.1
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 3:3e ¡ 012 2:2e ¡ 016 2:0e ¡ 013
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Goodness-of-…t 239:2 245:1 123:1 224:2 123:1
LB(15) 36.6 36.6 31.0 34.3 31.0
*Robust standard errors reported.
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Table 9: Parameter estimates for linear ACD models (IBM @ NYSE TORQ) -midprice threshold 0.125.
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Estimate S.E.* Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.
! 0:0303 0:0104 0:0320 0:0103 0:0393 0:0112 0:0384 0:0109 0:0396 0:0112
° 0:0625 0:0124 0:0649 0:0120 0:0783 0:0127 0:0765 0:0124 0:0782 0:0127
± 0:9110 0:0199 0:9062 0:0196 0:8912 0:0198 0:8924 0:0196 0:8909 0:0197
® or · 0:8358 0:0073 1:0433 0:0171 1:0439 0:0171
¾2 0:3845 0:0301
q 1:2424 0:0085 1:2783 0:0157
#Observations 6; 706 6; 706 6; 706 6; 706 6; 706
Log-likelihood ¡7; 187:5 ¡6; 975:0 ¡6; 871:4 ¡6; 873:2 ¡6; 870:5
Goodness-of-…t 538:9 233:5 73:2 83:0 74:5
#Outside c.i. 3 3 3 3 3
LB(15) 33.5 31.8 26.0 26.2 25.9
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 9:1e ¡ 005 0:0027 5:7e ¡ 005
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Log-likelihood ¡7; 216:4 ¡6; 992:1 ¡6; 878:2 ¡6; 881:9 ¡6; 878:2
Goodness-of-…t 565:6 258:9 78:7 82:4 78:7
LB(15) 27.0 24.4 20.5 20.9 20.5
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample
#Observations 3; 354 3; 354 3; 354 3; 354 3; 354
Goodness-of-…t 403:7 262:3 119:7 133:4 118:5
#Outside c.i. 4 5 5 5 5
LB(15) 44.9 41.2 35.5 35.9 35.5
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Goodness-of-…t 450:7 273:2 110:5 130:3 110:5
LB(15) 43.6 38.3 32.3 32.9 32.3
*Robust standard errors reported.
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Table 10: Parameter estimates for linear ACD models (IBM @ NYSE TORQ) -midprice threshold 0.250.
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Estimate S.E.* Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.
! 0:0269 0:0102 0:0286 0:0099 0:0299 0:0100 0:0430 0:0123 0:0299 0:0101
° 0:0664 0:0165 0:0741 0:0168 0:0824 0:0184 0:1258 0:0206 0:0824 0:0185
± 0:9104 0:0209 0:9006 0:0204 0:8938 0:0206 0:8742 0:0206 0:8937 0:0206
® or · 0:7077 0:0095 0:7588 0:0195 0:7598 0:0194
¾2 0:1251 0:0455
q 1:3823 0:0132 1:1132 0:0356
#Observations 2; 357 2; 357 2; 357 2; 357 2; 357
Log-likelihood ¡2; 518:5 ¡2; 234:2 ¡2; 230:2 ¡2; 268:5 ¡2; 230:0
Goodness-of-…t 727:5 114:7 100:4 134:1 103:1
#Outside c.i. 8 8 8 8 8
LB(15) 73.9 75.0 73.2 70.6 73.1
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 3:2e ¡ 009 1:6e ¡ 010 2:2e ¡ 016 2:0e ¡ 011
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Log-likelihood ¡2; 511:7 ¡2; 228:7 ¡2; 223:9 ¡2; 261:0 ¡2; 223:9
Goodness-of-…t 697:4 102:9 91:3 138:8 91:3
LB(15) 66.8 66.2 65.3 65.3 65.3
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample
#Observations 1; 180 1; 180 1; 180 1; 180 1; 180
Goodness-of-…t 425:5 89:9 84:4 89:3 84:6
#Outside c.i. 2 2 2 1 2
LB(15) 18.5 16.7 16.4 16.5 16.3
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 4:7e ¡ 014 4:5e ¡ 013 2:2e ¡ 016 1:6e ¡ 012
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Goodness-of-…t 434:5 103:4 94:3 102:6 94:3
LB(15) 22.6 19.3 19.0 19.6 19.0
*Robust standard errors reported.
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Table 11: Parameter estimates for linear ACD models (IBM @ NYSE TORQ) -transaction threshold 0.125.
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Estimate S.E.* Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.
! 0:0149 0:0039 0:0149 0:0037 0:0157 0:0038 0:0159 0:0038 0:0157 0:0038
° 0:0657 0:0079 0:0670 0:0077 0:0740 0:0082 0:0746 0:0082 0:0739 0:0082
± 0:9228 0:0098 0:9211 0:0096 0:9151 0:0099 0:9147 0:0100 0:9152 0:0099
® or · 0:8463 0:0057 0:9812 0:0110 0:9814 0:0110
¾2 0:2482 0:0187
q 1:2154 0:0069 1:1989 0:0120
#Observations 12; 139 12; 139 12; 139 12; 139 12; 139
Log-likelihood ¡13; 245:4 ¡12; 921:6 ¡12; 820:1 ¡12; 820:9 ¡12; 819:8
Goodness-of-…t 655:1 183:0 61:2 65:2 62:6
#Outside c.i. 5 5 4 4 4
LB(15) 66.3 67.1 58.2 57.6 58.0
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 7:8e ¡ 014 0:1684 0:0309 0:1417
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Log-likelihood ¡13; 266:9 ¡12; 928:0 ¡12; 804:8 ¡12; 805:0 ¡12; 804:8
Goodness-of-…t 671:7 202:8 61:1 60:2 61:14
LB(15) 60.3 54.8 44.1 43.8 44.1
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample
#Observations 6; 071 6; 071 6; 071 6; 071 6; 071
Goodness-of-…t 571:8 257:6 132:1 131:6 132:8
#Outside c.i. 2 2 2 2 2
LB(15) 34.2 31.7 27.4 26.9 27.1
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 1:0e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Goodness-of-…t 660:8 309:6 149:9 150:6 149:8
LB(15) 34.9 28.2 23.1 33.0 23.1
*Robust standard errors reported.
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Table 12: Parameter estimates for linear ACD models (IBM @ NYSE TORQ) -transaction threshold 0.250.
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Estimate S.E.* Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.
! 0:0150 0:0057 0:0152 0:0055 0:0154 0:0055 0:0162 0:0058 0:0154 0:0055
° 0:1802 0:0257 0:2078 0:0243 0:2165 0:0250 0:2528 0:0261 0:2166 0:0250
± 0:8198 0:0257 0:7922 0:0243 0:7835 0:0250 0:7472 0:0261 0:7834 0:0250
® or · 0:6900 0:0114 0:7185 0:0184 0:7189 0:0181
¾2 0:0606 0:0341
q 1:3118 0:0130 1:0579 0:0294
#Observations 2; 081 2; 081 2; 081 2; 081 2; 081
Log-likelihood ¡2; 127:9 ¡1; 829:3 ¡1; 827:6 ¡1; 900:6 ¡1; 827:5
Goodness-of-…t 663:7 23:1 24:4 202:5 24:0
#Outside c.i. 4 4 4 3 4
LB(15) 57.5 41.6 37.7 26.7 37.6
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 0:4564 0:2481 2:2e ¡ 016 0:2404
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Log-likelihood ¡2; 121:4 ¡1; 828:7 ¡1; 827:7 ¡1; 895:2 ¡1; 827:7
Goodness-of-…t 681:8 30:7 28:6 175:9 28:6
LB(15) 80.3 46.8 41.2 24.0 41.2
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample
#Observations 1; 042 1; 042 1; 042 1; 042 1; 042
Goodness-of-…t 582:8 54:5 50:9 140:0 50:0
#Outside c.i. 7 3 3 4 3
LB(15) 22.3 16.8 16.1 15.3 16.1
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 0:0007 0:0003 2:2e ¡ 016 0:0003
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Goodness-of-…t 695:6 104:1 88:4 128:4 88:4
LB(15) 49.6 25.3 22.6 17.1 22.6
*Robust standard errors reported.
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Table 13: Parameter estimates for linear ACD models (NOK @ HSE) -transaction threshold 0.05.
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Estimate S.E.* Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.
! 0:0036 0:0007 0:0039 0:0007 0:0053 0:0009 0:0050 0:0008 0:0054 0:0009
° 0:0680 0:0053 0:0679 0:0053 0:0725 0:0060 0:0710 0:0058 0:0725 0:0060
± 0:9302 0:0055 0:9292 0:0055 0:9250 0:0063 0:9259 0:0061 0:9249 0:0063
® or · 0:8611 0:0035 1:0609 0:0072 1:0607 0:0071
¾2 0:3538 0:0124
q 1:2116 0:0040 1:2611 0:0068
#Observations 35; 968 35; 968 35; 968 35; 968 35; 968
Log-likelihood ¡30; 409:8 ¡29; 627:7 ¡29; 084:0 ¡29; 114:0 ¡29; 084:6
Goodness-of-…t 1; 886:1 989:2 267:1 307:2 268:9
#Outside c.i. 11 9 10 10 10
LB(15) 303.3 316.3 301.4 306.2 301.5
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Log-likelihood ¡30; 621:7 ¡29; 755:6 ¡29; 100:3 ¡29; 147:3 ¡29; 100:3
Goodness-of-…t 2; 082:1 1; 112:9 240:7 342:4 240:7
LB(15) 347.1 341.4 308.4 316.4 308.4
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample
#Observations 17; 986 17; 986 17; 986 17; 986 17; 986
Goodness-of-…t 1; 135:0 639:6 175:4 234:2 177:2
#Outside c.i. 8 7 6 6 6
LB(15) 99.6 106.0 102.1 104.8 103.5
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Goodness-of-…t 1; 121:4 696:6 171:0 233:7 171:0
LB(15) 84.6 82.6 72.5 74.9 72.5
*Robust standard errors reported.
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Table 14: Parameter estimates for linear ACD models (NOK @ HSE) -transaction threshold 0.10.
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Estimate S.E.* Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.
! 0:0096 0:0020 0:0107 0:0020 0:0160 0:0026 0:0161 0:0026 0:0160 0:0026
° 0:1556 0:0147 0:1640 0:0147 0:2042 0:0180 0:2046 0:0177 0:2043 0:0180
± 0:8437 0:0147 0:8330 0:0149 0:7958 0:0180 0:7954 0:0177 0:7957 0:0180
® or · 0:8123 0:0047 0:9977 0:0097 0:9975 0:0097
¾2 0:3397 0:0173
q 1:2553 0:0052 1:2534 0:0097
#Observations 18; 413 18; 413 18; 413:5 18; 413 18; 413
Log-likelihood ¡13; 181:8 ¡12; 379:5 ¡12; 094 ¡12; 094:0 ¡12; 094:0
Goodness-of-…t 1; 428:8 408:7 135:3 135:8 137:0
#Outside c.i. 11 12 14 14 13
LB(15) 432.2 425.9 326.3 325.4 326.2
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Log-likelihood ¡13; 333:5 ¡12; 450:8 ¡12; 094:2 ¡12; 095:5 ¡12; 094:2
Goodness-of-…t 1; 544:4 518:1 119:5 113:2 119:5
LB(15) 501.1 480.5 376.9 382.3 376.9
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample
#Observations 9; 208 9; 208 9; 208 9; 208 9; 208
Goodness-of-…t 818:5 269:3 85:8 87:9 87:1
#Outside c.i. 11 12 10 10 10
LB(15) 219.8 213.1 160.6 160.1 160.6
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Goodness-of-…t 879:4 288:0 71:2 72:9 71:2
LB(15) 266.7 260.3 214.5 217.0 214.5
*Robust standard errors reported.
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Table 15: Parameter estimates for linear ACD models (NOK @ HSE) -transaction threshold 0.20.
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Estimate S.E.* Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.
! 0:0150 0:0031 0:0155 0:0031 0:0180 0:0035 0:0183 0:0035 0:0180 0:0035
° 0:2452 0:0250 0:2612 0:0250 0:3015 0:0280 0:3053 0:0274 0:3017 0:0280
± 0:7548 0:0250 0:7388 0:0250 0:6985 0:0280 0:6947 0:0274 0:6983 0:0280
® or · 0:8309 0:0101 0:9788 0:0187 0:9782 0:0187
¾2 0:2459 0:0284
q 1:2134 0:0102 1:1967 0:0183
#Observations 4; 532 4; 532 4; 532 4; 532 4; 532
Log-likelihood ¡3; 098:9 ¡2; 943:5 ¡2; 891:2 ¡2; 892:2 ¡2; 891:5
Goodness-of-…t 236:8 54:1 26:6 35:4 26:6
#Outside c.i. 7 6 4 4 4
LB(15) 147.8 154.5 122.4 119.5 122.3
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 2:6e ¡ 005 0:3608 0:2942 0:3789
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Log-likelihood ¡3; 116:5 ¡2; 942:1 ¡2; 852:1 ¡2; 853:4 ¡2; 852:1
Goodness-of-…t 237:2 73:5 18:4 19:2 18:4
LB(15) 154.5 149.1 99.5 103.7 99.5
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample
#Observations 2; 267 2; 267 2; 267 2; 267 2; 267
Goodness-of-…t 66:4 40:9 30:1 30:5 29:2
#Outside c.i. 4 4 3 3 3
LB(15) 99.3 108.3 93.1 91.2 92.7
p-value of D 5:8e ¡ 009 0:0188 0:2192 0:2430 0:2476
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Goodness-of-…t 110:4 79:4 21:0 25:5 21:0
LB(15) 101.6 107.3 88.8 90.7 88.8
*Robust standard errors reported.
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Table 16: Parameter estimates for linear ACD models (SRA @ HSE) -transaction threshold 0.05.
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Estimate S.E.* Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.
! 0:0065 0:0010 0:0069 0:0010 0:0086 0:0012 0:0085 0:0012 0:0086 0:0012
° 0:0545 0:0037 0:0557 0:0037 0:0636 0:0042 0:0629 0:0041 0:0636 0:0042
± 0:9388 0:0045 0:9367 0:0045 0:9284 0:0051 0:9291 0:0050 0:9284 0:0051
® or · 0:8662 0:0033 1:0207 0:0066 1:0207 0:0066
¾2 0:2795 0:0115
q 1:2003 0:0040 1:2184 0:0070
#Observations 36; 647 36; 647 36; 647 36; 647 36; 647
Log-likelihood ¡29; 410:9 ¡28; 692:3 ¡28; 333:4 ¡28; 337:1 ¡28; 333:3
Goodness-of-…t 1715:9 774:2 281:5 275:5 281:4
#Outside c.i. 8 7 6 6 6
LB(15) 204.4 202.0 163.8 166.4 163.7
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Log-likelihood ¡29; 470:8 ¡28; 722:0 ¡28; 314:3 ¡28; 322:4 ¡28; 314:3
Goodness-of-…t 1; 822:5 860:2 285:9 299:7 285:9
LB(15) 182.9 163.5 120.9 124.5 120.9
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample
#Observations 18; 325 18; 325 18; 325 18; 325 18; 325
Goodness-of-…t 950:2 309:8 163:0 147:2 163:1
#Outside c.i. 7 6 6 6 6
LB(15) 201.0 199.3 170.5 173.3 171.1
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Goodness-of-…t 938:4 336:3 189:2 171:9 189:2
LB(15) 188.7 178.0 147.7 150.6 147.7
*Robust standard errors reported.
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Table 17: Parameter estimates for linear ACD models (SRA @ HSE) -transaction threshold 0.10.
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Estimate S.E.* Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.
! 0:0077 0:0013 0:0082 0:0013 0:0103 0:0015 0:0103 0:0015 0:0103 0:0015
° 0:0728 0:0054 0:0738 0:0053 0:0811 0:0059 0:0811 0:0059 0:0811 0:0059
± 0:9199 0:0062 0:9176 0:0062 0:9098 0:0068 0:9098 0:0068 0:9098 0:0068
® or · 0:8436 0:0039 1:0003 0:0077 1:0003 0:0077
¾2 0:2878 0:0138
q 1:2233 0:0047 1:2235 0:0083
#Observations 25; 369 25; 369 25; 369 25; 369 25; 369
Log-likelihood ¡19; 201:3 ¡18; 490:7 ¡18; 218:3 ¡18; 218:0 ¡18; 218:0
Goodness-of-…t 1; 442:5 515:9 167:1 167:4 167:2
#Outside c.i. 8 8 8 8 8
LB(15) 129.2 132.6 115.3 115.2 115.1
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Log-likelihood ¡19; 232:6 ¡18; 502:2 ¡18; 200:4 ¡18; 200:9 ¡18; 200:4
Goodness-of-…t 1; 498:2 554:2 158:1 161:8 158:1
LB(15) 121.5 113.1 89.9 90.5 89.9
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample
#Observations 12; 686 12; 686 12; 686 12; 686 12; 686
Goodness-of-…t 824:4 230:7 100:2 99:0 99:0
#Outside c.i. 8 8 6 6 6
LB(15) 294.6 295.3 271.8 272.1 272.0
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 7:8e ¡ 016 8:1e ¡ 012 1:8e ¡ 011 1:5e ¡ 011
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Goodness-of-…t 815:1 260:7 114:6 108:5 114:4
LB(15) 283.0 269.9 237.7 238.5 237.7
*Robust standard errors reported.
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Table 18: Parameter estimates for linear ACD models (SRA @ HSE) -transaction threshold 0.20.
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Estimate S.E.* Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.
! 0:0202 0:0042 0:0218 0:0043 0:0278 0:0055 0:0286 0:0057 0:0278 0:0055
° 0:1510 0:0145 0:1580 0:0149 0:1916 0:0187 0:1964 0:0191 0:1915 0:0187
± 0:8309 0:0176 0:8205 0:0183 0:7902 0:0219 0:7872 0:0222 0:7903 0:0219
® or · 0:7961 0:0051 0:9674 0:0109 0:9674 0:0109
¾2 0:3311 0:0199
q 1:2761 0:0061 1:2487 0:0113
#Observations 12; 998 12; 998 12; 998 12; 998 12; 998
Log-likelihood ¡8; 163:4 ¡7; 482:4 ¡7; 311:4 ¡7; 314:6 ¡7; 311:2
Goodness-of-…t 1; 257:7 329:3 85:6 92:4 86:4
#Outside c.i. 8 9 10 10 10
LB(15) 169.3 163.7 118.7 114.9 118.9
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 2:2e ¡ 016 3:7e ¡ 010 2:2e ¡ 016 4:3e ¡ 010
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Log-likelihood ¡8; 196:1 ¡7; 489:1 ¡7; 289:1 ¡7; 290:5 ¡7; 289:1
Goodness-of-…t 1; 312:5 351:9 90:0 92:4 90:0
LB(15) 163.2 143.8 98.8 96.6 98.8
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample
#Observations 6; 500 6; 500 6; 500 6; 500 6; 500
Goodness-of-…t 653:7 164:0 77:1 76:5 77:1
#Outside c.i. 11 10 10 10 10
LB(15) 297.5 293.0 251.8 248.5 252.4
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 0:0443 0:0006 7:1e ¡ 008 0:0006
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Goodness-of-…t 686:6 209:7 122:8 123:8 122:8
LB(15) 297.9 275.2 221.3 218.5 221.3
*Robust standard errors reported.
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Table 19: Parameter estimates for linear ACD models (UPM @ HSE) -transaction threshold 0.05.
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Estimate S.E.* Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.
! 0:0051 0:0017 0:0053 0:0016 0:0055 0:0016 0:0058 0:0017 0:0055 0:0016
° 0:0611 0:0078 0:0605 0:0076 0:0607 0:0076 0:0628 0:0083 0:0606 0:0076
± 0:9345 0:0085 0:9344 0:0083 0:9344 0:0084 0:9340 0:0088 0:9345 0:0084
® or · 0:7794 0:0063 0:8429 0:0103 0:8431 0:0103
¾2
q 0:1269 0:0181 1:2638 0:0080 1:1129 0:0142
#Observations 9; 216 9; 216 9; 216 9; 216 9; 216
Log-likelihood ¡7; 187:6 ¡6; 627:7 ¡6; 600:6 ¡6; 679:5 ¡6; 600:3
Goodness-of-…t 989:7 25:6 18:6 187:8 18:6
#Outside c.i. 5 6 5 6 5
LB(15) 59.3 67.2 68.4 67.9 68.4
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 0:8440 0:9247 2:2e ¡ 016 0:9294
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Log-likelihood ¡7; 168:4 ¡6; 606:4 ¡6; 571:8 ¡6; 639:4 ¡6; 571:8
Goodness-of-…t 928:9 30:1 18:9 164:1 18:9
LB(15) 47.4 42.2 38.9 35.8 38.9
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample
#Observations 4; 610 4; 610 4; 610 4; 610 4; 610
Goodness-of-…t 496:1 31:2 15:6 94:7 15:1
#Outside c.i. 7 7 7 7 7
LB(15) 67.1 72.1 73.6 75.4 73.9
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 0:9681 0:9953 0:0005 0:9896
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Goodness-of-…t 452:8 24:1 23:9 88:3 23:9
LB(15) 60.3 58.4 56.3 54.3 56.3
*Robust standard errors reported.
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Table 20: Parameter estimates for linear ACD models (UPM @ HSE) -transaction threshold 0.10.
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Estimate S.E.* Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.
! 0:0078 0:0059 0:0078 0:0043 0:0082 0:0038 0:0108 0:0040 0:0083 0:0038
° 0:0935 0:0220 0:1001 0:0204 0:1129 0:0213 0:1272 0:0237 0:1132 0:0213
± 0:9027 0:0254 0:8956 0:0224 0:8851 0:0217 0:8728 0:0237 0:8848 0:0218
® or · 0:7506 0:0100 0:8471 0:0153 0:8470 0:0153
¾2 0:1878 0:0305
q 1:2927 0:0105 1:1579 0:0216
#Observations 4; 826 4; 826 4; 826 4; 826 4; 826
Log-likelihood ¡3; 605:7 ¡3; 192:2 ¡3; 155:1 ¡3; 194:3 ¡3; 155:0
Goodness-of-…t 623:6 28:4 20:5 99:6 20:1
#Outside c.i. 6 6 5 6 5
LB(15) 77.1 88.4 79.2 72.3 79.1
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 0:2665 0:3819 1:1e ¡ 012 0:4445
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Log-likelihood ¡3; 550:8 ¡3; 156:2 ¡3; 115:5 ¡3; 145:5 ¡3; 115:5
Goodness-of-…t 616:6 33:8 16:4 81:4 16:4
LB(15) 68.1 65.7 58.5 54.5 58.5
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample
#Observations 2; 415 2; 415 2; 415 2; 415 2; 415
Goodness-of-…t 306:5 36:5 15:1 44:4 15:7
#Outside c.i. 8 8 8 8 8
LB(15) 81.0 89.0 83.0 76.2 82.9
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 0:0176 0:4921 0:0236 0:4461
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Goodness-of-…t 271:5 47:6 45:9 58:1 45:9
LB(15) 80.7 82.6 76.5 71.6 76.5
*Robust standard errors reported.
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Table 21: Parameter estimates for linear ACD models (STE @ HSE) -transaction threshold 0.05.
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample In-Sample
Estimate S.E.* Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.
! 0:0125 0:0061 0:0123 0:0063 0:0122 0:0069 0:0134 0:0095 0:0123 0:0069
° 0:0857 0:0190 0:0928 0:0212 0:1012 0:0251 0:1221 0:0375 0:1016 0:0253
± 0:9019 0:0236 0:8950 0:0260 0:8887 0:0298 0:8757 0:0411 0:8882 0:0300
® or · 0:7479 0:0110 0:8106 0:0176 0:8100 0:0176
¾2 0:1309 0:0341
q 1:3005 0:0144 1:1145 0:0266
#Observations 2; 872 2; 872 2; 872 2; 872 2; 872
Log-likelihood ¡2; 101:1 ¡1; 858:3 ¡1; 849:0 ¡1; 886:6 ¡1; 849:2
Goodness-of-…t 473:6 20:2 23:2 104:2 22:6
#Outside c.i. 4 5 5 5 5
LB(15) 54.6 55.9 52.6 47.4 52.5
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 0:4212 0:3801 1:4e ¡ 010 0:4030
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Log-likelihood ¡2; 105:4 ¡1; 860:5 ¡1; 851:3 ¡1; 887:3 ¡1; 851:3
Goodness-of-…t 479:0 26:5 20:8 101:8 20:8
LB(15) 63.0 59.9 55.8 50.7 55.8
EACD WACD BACD QEACD QWACD
Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample Out-of-Sample
#Observations 1; 438 1; 438 1; 438 1; 438 1; 438
Goodness-of-…t 125:5 34:0 28:3 36:1 28:5
#Outside c.i. 3 3 3 2 3
LB(15) 20.1 20.8 19.8 17.8 19.7
p-value of D 2:2e ¡ 016 0:3867 0:2525 0:0005 0:1638
Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic Logarithmic
Goodness-of-…t 128:9 36:3 31:5 41:2 31:5
LB(15) 26.5 23.3 20.6 17.1 20.6
*Robust standard errors reported.
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